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Abstract— Fingerprint Recognition is used widely for 

identification of the individuals as compare to the numerous 

biometrics techniques because of many reasons such as 

comfort of capture, highly distinctiveness, persistence over 

time, also the fingerprint sensors are smaller and inexpensive 

compare with other biometric sensors.in this paper we listed 

different fingerprint matching algorithm, which provides not 

only good accuracy but also   less FAR, FRR AND EER. This 

paper also deal with Different security constraint that can be 

applied to store fingerprint secured. 

Key words: FAR (False Acceptance Rate), FRR (False   

Rejection   Rate), Biometric Sensors 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fingerprint is the most interesting and eldest human identity 

used for recognition of individual.  In the early twentieth 

century, fingerprint was officially accepted as valid symbols 

of identity by law-enforcement agencies. On the basis of this 

the automatic  fingerprint  recognition  system  for  

authentication and   identification   ie   Basically   there   are   

two   kinds   of fingerprint Recognition System AFAS 

(Automatic Fingerprint Authentication      System),      

AFIS(Automatic      Fingerprint Identification/Verification 

System) developed by the scientist and dvelopers newly. 

The first step to do fingerprint recognition is 

enrollment which is the process to register the biometric data 

to database as a  template then fingerprint recognition 

undergo either Verification process or Identification process 

which is depending on the purpose of study. In the 

verification process the person’s fingerprint is verified from 

the database by using matching algorithms. Also it is called 

(1:1) Matching. It is the comparison of an applicant 

fingerprint against enroll fingerprint, initially the person 

enrolls his/her fingerprint into verification system, and the 

result show whether the fingerprint which take from the user 

is matching with the fingerprint store as a template in 

database or not match. 

In the case of identification process the fingerprint 

acquired from one person is matched with all the fingerprints 

which store in database. Also it is called (1: N) matching. 

Broadly, the fingerprint features can be classified into three 

categories overall ridge flow pattern (Level 1), minutiae 

points (Level 2), and extended features (Level 3) such as dots, 

pores, and incipient ridges. 

Biometric authentication aims at physically 

connecting a person with his digital identity through real-time 

body feature measurements, thus improving sureness of an 

authentication system that the authenticating person is 

truthfully the actual individual. Meanwhile biometrics are 

part of human body and cannot be changed easily, biometric 

information needs to be protected. 

 

II. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 

The false acceptance rate (FAR) is the measure of the 

probability that the biometric security system will incorrectly 

accept an access attempt by an illegal user. A system’s FAR 

typically is stated as the ratio of the number of false 

acceptances divided by the number of identification attempts. 

The false recognition rate, or FRR, is the measure of the 

chance that the biometric security system will erroneously 

reject an access attempt by an authorized user. A system’s 

FRR typically is stated as the ratio of the number of false 

recognitions divided by the number of identification attempts. 

Equal error rate (EER) is a biometric security system 

algorithm used to predetermine the threshold values for its 

false acceptance rate and its false rejection rate. When the 

rates are equal, the common value is referred to as the equal 

error rate. 

III. BASIC FEATURES OF FINGERPRINT  

Fingerprint pattern exhibits different types of fingerprint 

features: 

1) Level 1 (Global Level): When the ridges are parallel. 

They are classified as loop, delta, and whorl 

2) Level 2 (Local Level): It is based on minutiae in which 

the ridges are discontinuous. They are classified as ridge 

ending, ridge bifurcation, lake, independent ridge, point 

or island, spur, crossover 

3) Level 3 (Very Fine Level): Intra ridge details are 

detected. Sweat pores are considered at this level 

IV. PREPROCESSING 

A. Pre-Processing Stage 

The Pre-processing phase is the process of eliminating 

unwanted data in fingerprint image such as noise, reflection 

etc. It is used to upsurge the clarity of ridge structure. The 

main steps to do Pre-processing stage are enhancement 

fingerprint image, binarization and thinning. The result of 

enhancement for fingerprint enhancement we applied the 

following steps: 

 Identify ridge segment 

 Determine ridge orientations 

 Determine ridge frequency 

 Apply filters 

 Histogram Equalization 

 FFT Enhancement 

V. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Chenhao Lin, Ajay Kumar describes Instead of investigating 

On the development of algorithms for more accurate 

contactless fingerprint identification, our focuses on 

improving accuracy for matching contactless to contact- 

based fingerprint to advance interoperability of emerging 

contactless fingerprint technologies.  The success of 
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emerging contactless fingerprint sensors largely depends on 

their capability to match with legacy fingerprint database 

images. Therefore it is important to develop specialized 

algorithms to improve fingerprint senor interoperability 

between the contact-based and the contactless fingerprint 

sensors. Contact- based fingerprint sensors have to cope up 

with hygienic concerns, sensor surface noise, latents from 

previous impression, and fingerprint deformation due to 

improper placement or uneven distribution of pressure .As a 

result full potential from the fingerprint modality is not yet to 

be realized. 

Improving accuracy for matching contactless to 

contact- based fingerprint to advance interoperability of 

emerging contactless fingerprint technologies. Develops a 

new approach to accurately match such fingerprint images. 

Robust thin-plate spline (RTPS) is developed to more 

accurately model elastic fingerprint deformations using 

splines. In order to correct such deformations on the contact-

based fingerprints, RTPS based generalized fingerprint 

deformation correction model (DCM) is proposed. The usage 

of DCM results in accurate alignment of key minutiae 

features observed on the contactless and contact based 

fingerprints. 

Further improvement in such cross-matching 

performance is investigated by incorporating minutiae related 

ridges. They tested their solution under by developing a new 

database of 1800 contactless 2D fingerprints and the 

corresponding contact-based fingerprints acquired from 300 

clients. Six fingerprint image samples were acquired from 

each of the client fingers. The contactless 2D fingerprint 

images are acquired using a low-cost camera and lens. 

Corresponding 2D contact-based fingerprints were acquired 

using URU 4000 fingerprint reader most of the previous 

solutions estimate the deformations using thin-plate spline 

(TPS) model have illustrated outperforming results for the 

fingerprint deformation correction. Result of paper: 

 Contact-based fingerprint matching using TPS+DCM 

92:11% (rank1 accuracy) 

 Contact-based fingerprint matching using RTPS+DCM 

94:11 %( rank 1 accuracy) 

 Contact-based fingerprint matching using TPS+DCM 

5:72% (equal error rate) 

 Contact-based fingerprint matching using RTPS+DCM 

4:46 %( equal error rate) 

They produced good result but good quality images are 

required 

[2] hafsa moontari,Sonia corraya , : traditional 

fingerprint matching algorithms primarily focus on minutiae  

points on fingertip Surface. In this paper novel approach is 

proposed for fingerprint matching that is based on ridge and 

velly characteristics of fingerprint. Most of the hacking 

threats focus on the minutiae points .the method represented 

in this paper can be used as a validation technique with 

existing fingerprint matching approaches. For improving 

overall accuracy .in machine learning this method can be used 

to enhance the performance. Firstly input image is normalized  

and the registration point of particular fingerprint is detected 

then line Profile I s generated centering on that  reference  

point  the distance between reference point and the ridges 

count of intersection point is of line profile and ridges are 

stored in the database .the process repeated after every 15 

degree angle to 345 degree in clockwise direction and for 

orientation angle ,distance are stored   sequentially .for 

matching intersection point count number along sequence of 

the distance values are compared with stored values. This 

method detect fingerprint from any orientation angle. They 

tested their solution under 50 fingerprints are collected from 

NIST-4 database .form each of the five classes (whorl, right 

loop, left loop, arch and tented arch) 10 images are collected 

from NIST-4 .another 10 real scanned images with the same 

resolution .these 10 images are different of same 2 fingers. So 

total 60 fingerprints are used. 

Most of the hacking threats focus on the minutiae 

points the method represented in this paper can be used as a 

validation technique with existing fingerprint matching 

approaches. For improving overall accuracy .in machine 

learning this method can be used to enhance the performance. 

The proposed algorithm on experimental data give’s 

overall accuracy of    97.04 %. System required /tested under 

4GB RAM and in windows 8 platform with Intel core i5 with 

2.6 GHz Int Matlab 2014a requirements are high 

[3]Mouad.M.H.Ali,Vivek H. Mahale,Pravin 

Yannawar,A. T.  Gaikwad describes new algorithm which 

provides 98.55% accuracy in fingerprint recolonization 

system. False minutiae which increase both FAR and FRR in 

fingerprint matching. Goal of this   minutiae extraction 

algorithm is to remove as many false minutiae point. First is 

Acquisition stage to capture the fingerprint image, the second   

is   Pre-processing   stage   to   enhancement, binarization, 

thinning fingerprint image. The Third stage is Feature 

Extraction Stage to extract the feature from the thinning 

image by use minutiae extractor methods to extract ridge 

ending and ridge bifurcation from thinning The fourth stage 

is matching (Identification, Verification) to match two 

minutiae points by using minutiae matcher method in which 

similarity and distance measure are used using this points 

false minutia are detected and removed from vector. Hence 

only real minutiae will be present in vector. Because of that 

accuracy efficiently increases significantly. Previous solution 

is not provide very good accuracy because previous algorithm 

considered false minutiae therefore there is reduction in 

accuracy. In this system the result of FAR is 0.0154 and FRR 

is 0.0137 with Accuracy equal to 98.55%.total time required 

to for execution is 24.137 secounds 

[4] Risanuri Hidayat, Kiewlamphone     Souvanlit 

and Agus Bejo describes A number of researchers have 

proposed numerous methods in fingerprint matching aspect, 

especially, in term of speed and memory consumption for 

decades. However, the problem of the matching accuracy 

remains until recent days, which is obviously caused by 

distortions. In this paper, the Two Level of Scoring System is 

an extension modified from original Hough transform (HT) 

approach, which is proposed to improve the  matching 

accuracy. The most widespread technique appeared to be 

Hough transform approach and it is based on extracted 

minutiae from ridge terminated (Ridge Ending) or divided 

ridge into two ridges (Ridge bifurcation). 

The challenges currently remain beyond minimizing 

the complexity of the algorithms, memory consumption, and 

unavoidable fingerprint distortion. x and y coordinates, 

rotation, and scaling factor. Hence, it became a four- 
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dimension array, thus, it requires the four- dimension array to 

form the clue array. Then, the clue array is optimized by 

applying the same scaling factor for all point features in the 

algorithm henceforth, the accumulator array became a three-

dimension array of x and y coordinates and rotation. Because 

of the lack of Hough space minimization that often results in 

either expensive computation or high memory consumption. 

Hough Transform No-Rotation (HTNR) is applied as a 

method of finding possible matched-pairs (P M P) only. 

However, HTNR is able to conduct matching score between 

two prints and the prints is considered as genuine matched 

when the score reaches to the maximum score. Thus, HTNR 

method is our first level of the scoring system. 

Since P M P are collected, and there is not enough 

con- fidence that they are all true matched-pairs. Thus, this 

paper proposed the second scoring system based on similar 

euclidean distance and direction from one minutia to another 

minutia in P M P of both T and I. This approach ultimately 

increases the similarity score of the genuine match while 

HTNR failed to increase. In reverse, it wisely gives score not 

as much as HTNR of the fake match. They tested their 

solution under    tiae database in ISO/IEC 19794-2 format 

from 10 different fingers. For each finger, 10 set of minutiae 

is acquired from 10 time enrollments with unknown 

distortion parameters. In the first database, a number of 

minutiae for each print image are approximately 55, 

minimum 31 and maximum 81 minutiae, and image size is 

320x480 pixel. However, those minutiae are extracted from 

low image quality of 197 resolutions, but 500 PPI is 

recommended and less than 256 PPI is considered as poor 

quality. In addition, there is an extra minutiae database in the 

same image quality which contains 45 fingerprint images. 

Approach is to calculate the displacement and score. 

Secondly, it extracts possible matched-pairs from the 

displacement parameters. Finally, the Second Scoring System 

computes score for the second time from the possible 

matched-pairs. Ultimately, the approach significantly draws 

higher accuracy than the conventional method. In spite of the 

increment of accuracy, the approach successfully maintains 

the computation time of a single match that merely is 0.1 ms 

greater than the conventional approach. This approach gives 

result as follows 

 
In [5] Qinghai GAO Cheng Zhang describes in 

password based authentication system, passwords are only 

stored and matched using cryptographic one-way hashes. 

Various biometrics have been utilized as an alternative 

authentication mechanism due to their permanent physical 

connections to a person. However, people have yet to see 

their usages in the formats of cryptographic one-way hashes 

for the reason that biometric templates cannot be reproduced 

with perfect accuracy and a tiny change in a template would 

significantly change its cryptographic hash value. In this 

paper we propose a novel approach of storing and matching 

fingerprint data with cryptographic one-way hashes. 

there is no approach for protecting fingerprint 

images .in this paper they represent a method by which they 

encrypt fingerprint its important factor for security because 

biometrics are part of human body and cannot be replaced 

easily, biometric information needs to be protected. Rolled 

image is obtained by rolling the fingertip from one side of the 

nail to the other and contains the largest possible amount of 

data. Plain image is obtained by placing the four fingers on 

the sensor simultaneously and typically misses some amount 

of data in the regions close to the nail. Typically, rolled 

fingerprints are captured during enrollment while plain 

fingerprints are captured during authentication 

A novel approach of transforming fingerprint 

minutiae template is proposed. With this approach every 

minutia point from a real template is placed among the 

synthetic minutiae of a PIN-generated synthetic template, 

from which one of the nearest neighbors is selected and then 

hashed with cryptographic one-way hash function MD5. The 

produced hash value becomes an entry in the recognition 

template (i.e., the enrollment template during registration, or 

the authentication template during authentication). In this 

paper we combine the rolled fingerprint template with the 

PIN-specific synthetic template to construct the enrollment 

template, and combine the plain fingerprint template with the 

same synthetic template to construct the authentication 

template. Matching is done by finding the the number of 

common hash entries between the two templates.  They used 

The NIST fingerprint database sd14v2 includes 27000 rolled 

fingerprint images, each of which is paired with a plain 

fingerprint image originated from the same finger. In all, the 

database contains 54000 fingerprint images.  Individual 

image size is 832x768 pixels. With the NIST fingerprint 

software one minutia template is generated from every 

fingerprint in the database. 27000 random numbers are 

utilized as PINs to generate 27000 synthetic templates (ST), 

each of which is assigned to a pair of templates: a rolled 

template (RT) and its corresponding plain template (PT). 

Result of the approach 

1) Size N of the synthetic templates; 

2) Ordinal number L of the nearest neighbors. 

 The maximum average genuine matching score is 

obtained when N is around 400. 

 When N is less than 1000, the average genuine matching 

scores obtained with the different nearest neighbors 

follow the order: 1ST < 6TH < 11TH < 16TH. With these 

observation we can set the optimum parameters as 

N=400 and L=16TH. 

[6] N. Bousnina, S. Ghouzali†, M. Lafkih, O. Nafea, 

M. Mikram, W. Abdul and D. Aboutajdine  describes In this 

paper they had use watermarking for identification of 

fingerprint. This paper represents local biometric 

watermarking method for multimodal authentication system. 

This method twited the face features (watermark) into the 

fingerprint image (cover) via a generated secret key to locate 

the pixels to be watermarked while preserving the fingerprint 

minutia points. The face characters are extracted using 

Orthogonal Locality Preserving Projections technique. The 

proposed scheme has the advantage that in addition o 

fingerprint matching, there covered watermark during the 

decoding can be used to establish the authenticity of the 

fingerprint and the user. The experimental results obtained 

using the ORL face database and FVC2002 DB2 fingerprint 
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database have showed that the fingerprint-face based 

multimodal authentication system has good performance 

accuracy. 

1) Biometric watermarking for fingerprint-face based 

multimodal authentication system has been proposed. 

2) in biometric watermarking method features perform 

better than Eigenface features since they encodes more 

discriminating information by preserving local structure 

In this paper, a biometric watermarking for fingerprint-

face based multimodal authentication system has been 

defined with sufficient manner. 

3) It is not give the accurate result ar when we it used at 

global level. 

4) it doesn’t solve the problem of duplication of fingerprints 

[7]Gaurav Jaswal describes recently under the lights 

of mega Indian Aadhaar project, Indian government has been 

trying to initiate a robust linkage between several financial 

inclusion schemes (such as NREGA and MNREGA) and 

biometric based personal authentication mechanism. This 

will ensure a corruption free realization and management of 

such policies. Among commonly used biometric traits, 

fingerprint is the most accepted mode of identification. 

However, fingerprints are found monotonous in case of 

laborers and workers due to rough usages of hand in variety 

of day-to-day works. This will seriously affect any such 

initiation adversely, especially in India, which is primarily a 

rural country. On the contrary, quality of finger dorsal 

patterns remain better under such situations. In this work, we 

are proposing a novel finger-knuckle based biometric system 

to check the escapes that are present in transfer of payments 

through the various levels of bureaucracy financial inclusion 

projects. The method is based on finger knuckle local features 

that has been preprocessed by using ROI extraction, 

enhancement and proposed feature transformation schemes. 

Initially, the ROI of raw finger dorsal image is 

segmented by considering central knuckle point and central 

knuckle line as references. The contrast of low resolution ROI 

features are enhanced using contrast limited adaptive 

histogram equalization (CLAHE). The two novel image 

transformation schemes Gradient Ordinal Pattern (GOP) and 

Star Gradient Ordinal Pattern (SGOP) are applied to obtain 

the robust edge information against varying illumination 

conditions. A point wise descriptor matching algorithm is 

addressed towards dense and non-rigid deformations called 

asDeep-Matching. Our study analyses the matching 

performance of transformed FKI biometrics and combination 

of severe extracted features using well known score level 

fusion. The experiment sareper form edusinga publicly 

available PolyU FKP (finger knuckle print) database and 

performance is evaluated in terms of equal error rate (EER) 

and correct recognition rate (CRR). We also present 

comparative experimental analysis with four well known 

state of art systems. In this work, a novel feature matching 

technique is used which is inspired by functioning of Deep 

Neural Network. The matching strategy does not create NN 

models to learn but this is a beautiful hierarchically inspired 

matching paradigm. The most common local descriptors like 

SIFT, SURF etc. focus only at salient feature locations and 

poorly match the deformable objects. Thus, they are unable 

to compute point wise dense correspondences. On the other 

hand, an essential aspect of deep-matching technique is to 

utilize a quad tree based multilayer network that will filter an 

image cell at different scales and match the non- rigid 

deformable surfaces as well as large displacements very 

effectively . 

1) It provide better option for fingerprint identification. 

2) It is more efficient than any other technology of 

fingerprint matching and idenfication .In this work, the 

proposed FKI recognition system based on fusion of 

multiple features is tested on benchmark PolyU FKP 

dataset. Initially, the ROI’s of raw images are extracted 

on the basis of computing magnitude from phalangeal 

joint using modified Gabor filter. The obtained ROI 

samples are further transformed using two novel GOP 

and SGOP schemes and a more discriminative vcode and 

h code image representations are obtained. For better 

justification of the work, rigorous experiments are 

performed. Moreover, the results are compared with 

other state of art system sand shown comparable 

performance interms of CRR (99.10%) and EER 

(0.98%). This work can be further extended of ocuson 

more robust hand features, and fuse them with finger 

knuckle under certain definite rules, so that a hand based 

multimodal biometric system can be designed. 

Furthermore, efforts are being made to prepare ourin – 

house FKI database under uncontrolled conditionsas well 

development of space efficient version similar to [33]. 

There is another challenging contact-less finger knuckle 

image PolyU database available over which an 

innovative state of art technique 

[8]R.K.Kulkarni describes this   paper has proposed 

a new template security method using fingerprint feature 

extraction and Gabor filter enhancement. The minutiae and 

orientation features from two fingerprints are used to 

synthesize a new mixed template. The performance 

evaluation of the system shows that it is possible to use the 

same matching methods available for single fingerprint on 

mixed fingerprint as well and yet achieve good accuracy. 

Future work would be to use ROI of the fingerprint rather 

than the entire fingerprint to save the registration time as well. 

Also a third security parameter like password or PIN number 

can be added to increase the level of security. Traditional 

fingerprint system gives a single level of security whereas the 

mixed template ensures two fold security and also give 3-fold 

security in the  future with inclusion of a  third parameter in 

generating the mixed template. 

 Step1 Correlation Base: 

In correlation based method, the correlation coefficient is 

used to compute the degree of matching between two 

fingerprints. 

 Step 2 minutiae based method: 

The minutiae points from the test and query fingerprints are 

computed and the matching score is computed 

 Step 3 Non minutiae method 

In Non-minutiae based matching, parameters other than 

minutiae like core points, delta points etc can be computed 

and matched. A matching threshold can be set in order to 

distinguish the genuine and imposter fingerprints. 

The minutiae and orientation features are extracted 

from fingerprints F1 and F2 respectively and using a coding 

strategy they are combined to produce a new template (T). 
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This template is stored in the database and will be used for 

user verification. Further Gabor filter extraction is done of the 

mixed template before matching. Minutiae points of the first 

fingerprint is extracted using cross numbering method using 

a minutie filter. The termination and bifurcation points are 

stored. Next the orientation of the second fingerprint is 

calculated using gradient based method and are stored. The 

mixed template is generated by using linear combination and 

generating a combined minutiae followed by FFT 

enhancement and noise removal. Using this algorithm, mixed 

templates are created and stored in the database for every 

user.1 .This method is gaining popularity due to the inherent 

advantage of security, privacy and uniqueness.2. Mixing 

templates is advantageous in the sense that even if one 

template is compromised, the identity of the user is not 

completely divulged.3. In this method it is possible to use the 

existing matching techniques on the combined template and 

it helps in the creation of a new virtual identity. 

The performance evaluation of the system shows 

that it is possible to use the same matching methods (i.e. 

correlation based and minutiae based methods) available for 

single fingerprint on mixed fingerprint as well and yet 

achieve good accuracy. Traditional fingerprint system gives 

a single level of security whereas the mixed template ensures 

two fold security and also give 3-fold security in the future 

with inclusion of a third parameter in generating the mixed 

template.The drawback here is that the combined template 

will have more minutiae points than the single fingerprint 

which makes it very easy for the attacker to guess. 

[9]Sahar Kahyaei, describes Fingerprint recognition 

is a type of physiological biometrics. It proposed for 

fingerprints matching. The proposed system contains three 

phases. 1) Which is preprocessing, background removal and 

contrast enhancement are performed.  2) A series of features 

are extracted from the fingerprint patches using pseudo- 

Zernike moments.3) which is the recognition phase, the 

fingerprint matching system uses Euclidean distance between 

the input samples and the stored templates. The proposed 

system is invariant to the size, translation and rotation of 

fingerprints, it is accurate and fast. The proposed method is 

more accurate than similar methods. 

A. Preprocessing 

A series of processes are applied on the system input images. 

The purpose of applying these processes is increasing its 

accuracy. For this purpose, the input images at first are 

resized to a fixed size and the additional areas in the input 

images that are not included in fingerprint are deleted. Then, 

the quality and contrast of the images are adjusted. Each 

process is described in detail in the following parts: 

Background removal in the input images improving the input 

image contrast  

B. Feature Extraction 

Selection of the proper features is the most important 

Challenge in fingerprint image matching systems. a feature 

that can have little sensitivity to changes such as rotation, 

translation, lighting conditions, and partial occlusion of 

objects   that   occur   frequently   in   natural   images. 

Pseudo-Zernike moments: in order to extract 

features from images after pre-processing stage, the pseudo-

Zernike are used. For this purpose, the image split- up into 

orderly patches. The removed features at this level; can be 

directly used for matching. However, by using methods of 

dimension reduction such as LDA (linear discriminant 

analysis), the feature dimension can be reduced the 

maximized inter class distance, and minimized their intra-

class distance. This can improve system performance. Feature 

Space Dimension Reduction: matching with templates in the 

dataset. However, reducing the dimension can play an 

important role in the system performance and its 

improvement .Some methods of reducing dimensions, such 

as linear discriminant analysis means reduce the dimension, 

maximize and  minimize the  inter-class and  intra-class 

distances ,it can improve the accuracy of the system and 

improvement of pattern matching. due to that to reduce the 

dimensionality For   this   reason,   the   linear   discriminant   

analysis C)Matching    data    :distances    between    the 

templates   in  database  and  input  feature  vector  are 

measured using different distance measures. Here using 

shortest distance for sample. Threshold can also be used in 

pattern matching. Now a threshold is selected, the sample is  

accepted  and  the  relevant  class  is  assigned  to  the 

sample<threshold> rejected Generating gallery patterns 

Calculating distances a method is proposed for fingerprint 

matching using Pseudo-Zernike patched features. This 

system working by the criteria such as fingerprints matching 

rate and equal error rate. Based on the results of various 

experiments, it has been showed that the proposed method 

has achieved appropriate and acceptable results compared to 

similar methods. 

[10]Shreyas Kamath K.M, describe Biometric based 

authentication, particularly for fingerprint authentication 

systems play an imp role in identifying a single. This systems 

known as minutiae for recognizing seperatly which is depend 

on specific points. At the information obtained is not always 

accurate due to cuts, scars, sweat, distortion and various skin 

conditions. In this theory a flexible local feature fingerprint 

matching scheme is proposed. This system considers local 

characteristic features of the fingerprint image, thus 

eliminating the issues caused in existing fingerprint feature 

based matching techniques. Computer simulations of the 

proposed algorithm on specific databases show significant 

improvements when compared to existing fingerprint 

matchers, such as minutiae matcher, hierarchical matcher and 

graph based matcher. 

The goal of biometric identification is to create a 

computerized system that recognizes individuals. This is 

based  on  identifiers  which  are  categorized  into  (i) 

anatomical characteristics: fingerprints, signature, face, 

DNA,  finger  shape,  hand  geometry,  iris,  retina,  ear 

Features (ii) behavioural characteristics: typing rhythm, 

Precise details known as minutiae can be observed in these 

patterns. Bifurcation, ridge ending, island, delta, pore, and 

trifurcation are some of the well-known 

Sagar et al. proposed a fingerprint identification 

technique based on fuzzy logic. The matching algorithm used 

the minutiae detected in a compressed format and fuzzy 

approximation was used to match the test fingerprint inputs 

with the encoded data. This technique overcame the 

computational expense and the requirement of hardware 

expenses to achieve better response time. 
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C. Local Feature Detector 

1) Differece of Gaussian (DoG) Detector  

2) Hessian Laplace Detector 

3) Hessian Laplas Detector d)Harris Laplace Detect 

D. Benefits 

1) Improves the accuracy of the fingerprint authentication 

system, 

2) Works when the minutiae information is sparse 

3) Produces satisfactory matching accuracy in the case 

when minutiae information is unavailable. The proposed 

system can also be employed for partial fingerprint 

authentication 

4) Moreover, the existing fingerprint authentication 

systems do not utilize other significant minutiae 

information, which can improve the accuracy 

E. Drawbacks 

1) Extracting minutiae from poor quality fingerprints 

2) Fingers with cuts and bruises provide images with 

broken ridges thereby leading to false minutiae detection  

3) Ridge patterns can be useful to improve the accuracy is 

ignored 

4) The overlapping region is minimal between the input and 

template fingerprint. 

VI. COMPARATIVE TABLE 

S N Algorithm/Techn ique Accuracy Advantage s 

1 

Mixed fingerprint template 

recognition 

system 

FAR 

0.08% FRR 0.1% 

1.security 

2.privacy 

3.uniquen ess 

2 

Watermarking for protected 

fingerprint 

authentication 

when this technique use with any 

recogniti on algorithm it can 

increase up to 10% 

1.improve s security 

2.best for local instance 

3 
Fingerprint authentication using 

geometric features 
EER 0.08% 1.improve accuracy 

4 

Contact based fingerprint 

matching using 

TPS+DCM Contact based fingerprint 

matching using RTPS+DCM 

Contact based fingerprint matching 

using TPS+DCM 

Contact based fingerprint matching 

using RTPS+DCM 

92.11% 

94.11% 

5.72% (EER) 

4.46%(EE R) 

 

Find method which matches contact based 

fingerprin t with contactles s 

5 
Minutiae based algorithm with 

false minutiae 

98.55% 

accuracy 
Provides greatest accuracey 

6 TLSS 0.00(EER) in database 2 Reduced EER upto 0 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we represented different approaches to improve 

accuracy of fingerprint matching algorithm we also   

represent   different   methods to   protect fingerprint data. We 

also discussed on contactless fingerprint matching. 
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